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The Problem with White Folks
We live in a race-obsessed society. If you don’t believe it, scan the headlines. You’ll see lots about racial
discrimination, racial profiling, affirmative action, Black Lives Matter, racist this and racist that, as well as reams
of creative claptrap on the wonders of “diversity,” “inclusion,” “sensitivity,” and “tolerance.” Anyone who speaks
out loud about this and has a job better carefully choose their words to conform to party line political correctness.
In America we are free to speak, but not to speak freely.
Distilled to its essence, PC, diversity and all the rest is
really about race (with some gender propaganda thrown
in). I hate to admit it, but PC has even influenced me to
think about race. Before the age of PC I just took folks
as they came. But PC has enlightened me, and now I
must pigeonhole every soul into one group or another –
preferably an “oppressed” or “persecuted” group, so
designated by the PC police, and then fashion my
interaction with them accordingly. Life is already
complicated enough. What a hassle to process all this
stuff!
The PC crowd plays the race card at every turn. Calling
someone or something racist usually ends the argument, and the poor sod who is bullied with the R word –
the badge of universal opprobrium -- immediately begins to grovel and deny it. In the process all is else is
forgotten, and PC bullying has once again claimed a
petty triumph in the long march to silence dissent.
I didn’t pay much attention to PC until it evolved into a
Soviet style litmus test for expressing opinion. Now PC
thoroughly dominates American social and political
discourse. It is supposed to dictate how we think, act
and talk. Confusing as it sounds, “diversity” demands
conformity.
People are fed up with PC censorship. That is one
reason so many voted for The Donald. He alone on the
American political scene spoke out against PC. The
media’s tsunami of fake news couldn’t hold a candle to
The Donald’s speaking truth to power.
So whenever PC is invoked, race comes to mind. And
when that happens, we should do like The Donald and
look at the big picture.
And the big picture is that White folks, worldwide, have a problem. No, the problem isn’t one of insufficient
groveling before PC bullies. The problem isn’t bogus “White privilege” or “oppression” of any kind. The problem
is that Whites are becoming extinct. This is no joke. White folks are slowly but surely disappearing from the
planet.
Just so you’ll know, White folks are those people whose ethnic
and national origins are European. Talk about diversity! They
include everyone from Greeks to Germans, Hungarians to
Hibernians. They speak many languages, have settled all over
the globe, and embrace a wide variety of customs and cultures.
In 1900, White folks were roughly a third of the world’s
population. Now they are less than half that. In 1913, Europe
had more people than China. In 2011 columnist Pat Buchanan
published his bestseller Suicide of a Superpower. Chapter
Four is entitled “The End of White America” where he wrote
“[W]hite America is an endangered species. By 2020, whites
over 65 will out-number those 17 and under. Deaths will
exceed births. The white population will begin to shrink and,
should present birth rates persist, slowly disappear.”
He also wrote: “Peoples of European descent are not only in a
relative but a real decline. They are aging, dying, disappearing.
This is the existential crisis of the West.”
Pat is not kidding. The replacement fertility rate is 2.1 births per female. The highest birthrates in Europe are
Iceland at 2.04 and Ireland at 2.01. Germany is
1.38 -- seven million fewer Germans by 2050.
Spain is 1.32. Austria and Italy are at 1.4. By 2050
Russia’s population is projected to shrink 21%
from 1990. There are similar grim projections for
White folks everywhere. In places like the U.S.,
Canada and Australia they are also in the same
boat, enjoying the good life and neglecting to
bother bringing along enough wee ones to replace
themselves.
If these trends continue, White folks will one day be
few and far between. Demography is destiny. There
is no way around it.
Why would that be a problem? I’ll just say that
having White folks around is like personal freedom
and good health: most folks don’t know how good a thing is until they lose it. White folks gave us ancient Greece,
representative government, classical music, French cuisine, German beer, wondrous inventions, great art, and
the Olympics. They built prosperous societies that reach out and help people the world over. They’re a decent
bunch, and when they’re gone, the world will be the worse for it. [A note to PC readers: Don’t see hate where it
ain’t. Just because I like General Tso’s chicken does not mean I hate and desire to oppress KFC.]

White European Women being sold into rape slavery.
Captured and enslaved by North Africans. An estimate of
2 million Women and Children were enslaved by the North Africans

PC professors “teach” about how White folks have
whupped up on other folks and enslaved even others.
True enough. They’ve also fought among themselves
quite a bit. But any trial attorney knows that a halftruth is worse than a lie. All peoples of all races have
committed their fair share of mayhem. Slavery was a
multiracial global racket for thousands of years.
Others who have had their common sense
indoctrinated away prattle on about supposed “White
guilt.” Fair enough. What about Red/Yellow/Black/
Brown guilt? Yet other professors have railed about
the insidious influence of “dead White males” from
Tacitus to Teddy Roosevelt. Sounds a little resentful
to me – I’d ask the prof for a side of historical context,
extra truth and hold the hate.

So millennials, it is your turn at bat. Think globally and act locally to do something about the birth dearth. You
know what I’m talking about. Settle down and raise a family! Life isn’t all about creature comforts, high tech
devices and hooking up. You can’t buck Mother Nature. The good old White folks have a heritage to preserve,
protect and propagate. Get it? Charity isn’t the only thing that begins at home.
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